Guangxu emperor, whom he impressed both with his progressive attitudes and by his eyewitness accounts of the successful Japanese reform and modernization movement initiated and fully supported by the government of the Meiji emperor in Japan. The Guangxu emperor subsequently requested copies of Huang's Riben zashi shi EJ ;£-#-??F (Poems on Japanese miscellaneous subjects), which Huang had composed during his posting to Tokyo, and Riben guozhi EJ^-H <* (Treatises on Japan), which he had begun in 1880 and finally published in 1890. Both seem to have contributed significantly to the Chinese emperor's appreciation of the Meiji reform movement and strengthened his own determination to embark on a similar program of reforms for China, the ill-fated reforms of 1898.
An attempt was made toward the end of 1896 to have Huang appointed ambassador to Germany, but the Germans, determined to stir up trouble because the Chinese government was resisting their demands for concessions in Shandong, rejected the appointment on the trumped-up charge that Huang had engaged in corrupt activities while serving in Singapore. However, Huang soon afterwards obtained another office, his first official domestic post in China, when he was ap- which he intended to appoint him ambassador to Japan, but before Huang could reach the capital, the reform movement was crushed and the emperor rendered powerless. Although Huang himself managed to avoid arrest and execution, largely due to the intervention of the former prime minister of Japan, Ito Hirobumi ? 0"Jf-X (1841-1909), working through the Japanese government, and of influential members of the Western community in China, his official career was at an end. He was cashiered and ordered to return to his native place, Jiayingzhou, where he lived quietly until his death in 1905.
Schmidt's book includes a survey of Huang's life and background information in part 1 (Biography) and part 2 (Criticism) sufficient for an appreciation of how individual circumstances and general historical forces helped shape Huang's poetry. However, more detailed information and insightful analysis of Huang's life and times can be found in Noriko Kamachi, Reform in China: Huang Tsunhsien and the Japanese Model (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981). Kamachi's work is far wider in scope than its tide suggests and is actually a comprehensive study of all aspects of Huang's personal life, official career, and literary activities-not just during the time when Huang was in Japan but throughout his lifetime. As far as Huang's biography and the historical context are concerned, Kamachi covers the same ground as Schmidt, and she does it better.2 Schmidt's part 2, focusing as it does on Huang's place in Chinese literary history and his theory and practice of poetry, of course says much more about these things than Kamachi's book, for Kamachi is primarily concerned with Huang's significance as a historical figure and uses his writings primarily as sources for intellectual, social, and political history. Schmidt's study is, at present, undeniably the best introduction in English to Huang's poetry: its interest for us lies here and in the translations ofpoems that follow in part 3. 3 However, we should also note another recent study of Huang's theory and practice ofpoetry: Zhang Tangqi Bi1Ea^, Huang Zunxianji qi shiyanjiu jfca&fè -S-^-ì^f^(A study of Huang Zunxian and his poetry) (Taibei: Wenshizhe Chubanshe X 3t# A fcfi, 1991). Zhang's study is also a detailed treatment of Huang's thinking on political, social, economic, and educational issues and includes a sophisticated chronological survey of Huang's writings that attempts to date important works, including many unpublished letters, poems, and prose compositions, identifying where they are preserved or published, and commenting on their critical and historical significance. Schmidt lists Zhang's work in his Bibliography (p. 348) but he refers to it only twice: (1) as one of several works that contain a biography of Huang based on Qian Esun M^f fâ, Huang Gongdu Xiansheng nianpu^^J^^tà-^-M (Chronological biography of Mr. Huang Gongdu) {Renjinglu shicao jianzhu J^%,M.i$3f %ii edition) (see Within the Human Realm, p. 307 n. 7), and (2) as one work that stresses the importance of Huang's early poems written in imitation of Hakka folk songs (ibid., p. 321 n. 22). Zhang's study of Huang is much more important than this: it is the best comprehensive study of Huang's poetry in any language and now serves as the benchmark against which all other such studies should be measured. Therefore, a brief digression into a description of Zhang's book seems in order. A listing of the subjects treated in chapters 3-6, provided below, indicates the thoroughness with which Zhang approached this complex and fascinating thinker and writer.
Chapter 3, "Huang Zunxian's Literary Thought" -£i£. M XF Sfë, includes three sections: "The Issue of Spoken versus Written Language" %%~t ' ¿f P=I $£., any one of these as my own style (burning yige^&-%r) nor restrict myself entirely to any one form ( buzhuan yiti^--#--ft), for I must not allow damage befall my ability to write poetry 'for the self (yao bushi hu weiwo zhi shi -Jc^r-£.
-J-Ji ¦Ä-^#)."9 This passage perfectly describes the route Huang took in achieving his own poetic style: the resentment and distress that Cao Zhi felt when he fell into the deep net of unfavorable circumstances; the profound discontent that Bao Zhao felt when he was denied the opportunity to exercise his talents; Tao Qian's character, which allowed him to distance himself from the common, vulgar world and be content with a life of pristine simplicity; Xie Lingyun's sensitive observation of landscape scenery and his exquisite ability to depict it in words; Li Bai's magnanimity and romantic spirit; Du Fu's sorrow and realism; the great and wonderful way Han Yu had with words as he strove mightily to create something new; and how Su Shi broke free from the confines of prosody to write freely as he pleased. Huang took up the styles of all these past masters, studied them, and enriched himself in the process. While Schmidt's part 2 includes some of the most satisfying parts of the book, it also contains some of the most disappointing. We should single out for praise his surveys of (1) Huang's role as a forerunner of modern vernacular Chinese literature, (2) his significant contribution to the "poetic revolution" of the late Qing (shijie geming^fW^-^), (3) his accomplishments as a patriotic poet and social critic, (4) the success of his experiments in poetry about foreign lands and cultures and the scientific and technological achievements of the modern world, and (5) the development of his satirical poetry. These are all are well written and carefully documented sections. However, Schmidt's attempt in chapter 6 ("Criticism: Traditional Themes") to define Huang's place in the history of traditional classical verse-including accounts of Qing-era poetry, the distinctions between Tang and Song poetry, and Huang's special attraction to Song-era poetryseems woefully inadequate, reductionist, and seriously misleading.
Schmidt begins chapter 6 with the following statement:
Modern Chinese critics rarely mention the large quantity of verse on traditional themes that Huang Zunxian wrote, although much of it is of exceptional quality. According to Schmidt, of all the traditional influences on Huang, the strongest was the poetry of the Song era (960-1279)-especially that of the Southern Song (p. 79). It is necessary, therefore, for him to define the essential features of Song verse and contrast them with those of the other major "school" of traditional verse-that of the Tang era (618-906):
Ever since the Ming dynasty, Chinese critics have tended to divide Chinese poetry from the seventh century onward into two schools, Tang poetry and Song poetry. Such a division ignores the great diversity of writing during both dynasties, but one must admit that it does possess a certain validity, and even such a prominent Japanese scholar of Chinese poetry as Yoshikawa Köjirö "# )? F&?? continues the division in his own work. According to Yoshikawa, the primary difference between Tang and Song poetry is that Tang poets emphasized sentiment, whereas Song poets favored intellect. Tang poetry does not lack ideas, nor are Song authors deficient in feeling, but Yoshikawa and earlier Chinese critics have based their separation of Tang from Song poetry on easily discernible differences between the approaches of authors during the two periods.
Nonetheless, in certain respects it might be better to call Song poetry a poetry of wit than a poetry of intellect, because the term "wit" embraces a wider variety of literary phenomena than the term "intellect." (p. terms of Tang and Song stylistics-no longer conceived of merely as elements of historical period styles but as contrasting sets of criteria that constitute two distinct, trans-temporal generic styles: whereas Tang-style poetry tends to be dense, connotative, elliptical and suggestive, intense, subtle, and figurative, and where it largely avoids colloquial expressions and syntax, often expresses ideal, magnanimous states of mind, and emphasizes the expression of heightened awareness of exceptional moments in life, Song-style poetry tends to be loose, denotative, matter-of-fact, obvious, discursive, and straightforward, often using colloquialisms and often preoccupied with the vicissitudes of everyday life-portraying them at times with irony and (even coarse) humor."
(2) Yoshikawa does, indeed, contrast Tang and Song poetry but not, as Schmidt says, on the basis of "sentiment" (Tang) versus "intellect" (Song). The terms "sentiment" and "intellect" occur neither in the section cited by Schmidt in Burton Watson's translation of Yoshikawa's "Söshi gaisetsu" í-#tet& (An introduction to Song poetry) nor in the original Japanese text.12 The section that Schmidt cites is titled £#<£>#^.|lï£-s&'l± in Japanese and The Philosophical and Discursive Nature ofSung Poetry in English. It is Yoshikawa's view that Song poets tended far more than Tang poets to relate philosophical observations and employ the language of logical discourse in poetry, but he never says that Song poetry is more "intellectual" than Tang poetry nor singles out, for example, Su there is no doubt that more explicit philosophizing exists in Song poetry than in Tang poetry, one can hardly say that this makes its "intellectual" content greater than that of the Tang. Yoshikawa also never contrasts "intellectual" Song poetry with "sentimental" Tang poetry. Nothing in Watson's translation or the original Japanese text supports Schmidt's reading of An Introduction to Sung Poetry. Instead, Yoshikawa's basic distinction is that Tang poetry is pervaded by sorrow and that Song poetry attempts to transcend sorrow. However, even this view has not found wide acceptance and has often been challenged.'3 (3) It would have been helpful if Schmidt had attempted to define more precisely what he means when he says that "wit" generally characterizes Song poetry, for he simply says that wit is a "clever turn of phrase or humorous image," "clever conceits," or (witty) "use of personification" (p. 79). Since such elements can be found in the works of many a Chinese poet from almost any period either before or after the Song (including almost all the more important Tang masters), Schmidt's use of "wit" is useless as a defining characteristic of Song verse. Nevertheless, he goes on to say: "Interest in witty Song verse declined under Mongol rule and reached its nadir during the nearly two and a half centuries of the Ming dynasty, but the Qing dynasty witnessed a remarkable rebirth of Song-dynasty poetry" (p. 80).
The history of Chinese classical verse during the Yuan, Ming, and Qing periods is much more complicated than this. Despite the strength of the Tang-stylecentered archaist movement (fugu yundong \%j& j£f#), much Song-style poetry-"witty" or not-was composed throughout die Yuan and Ming eras-by such prominent poets as Fang Hui ;5"T (1227-1306), Yang Weizhen $j$$-ik (1296-1370), Du Mu ## (1459-1525), the painters Shen Zhou ¿fcji] (1427-1509) and Xu Wei %vf (1521-1593), the dramatist Tang Xianzu í^ffiíB-(1550-1616), and, of course, Yuan Hungdao (1568-1610) and his brothers (the so-called Gongan -£--£· school of poetry), among others.14 Its tradition continued intact up to the time when mainstream anthologists, editors, annotators, critics, and major poets began to reject the narrow confines of archaism during the seventeenth century and include Song and Song-style poetry within the purview of their interests.15 The facts of Chinese literary history do not support Schmidt's assertion that the Ming suffered a "nadir" and that the Qing witnessed a "remarkable rebirth" of "Song-dynasty" poetry.
Much of the best of Qing poetry is based on the creative synthesis of Tangstyle and Song-style elements-for example, the use of daring and sophisticated figurative language to portray everyday life, sometimes with ironic and/or humorous twists. The great Qing poets, despite the efforts of modern literary historians to pigeonhole them as either Tang-style or Song-style poets, were all successful synthesizers of both styles (and, often, of pre-Tang poetry as well)-poets such as reveal a good understanding of the Chinese texts, others seem very flawed and consist of nothing but loose paraphrase that does little justice to the originals. In general, Schmidt is better at poems and parts of poems that consist primarily of the straightforward language of narrative and discourse but decidedly less successful when it comes to coping with figurative language. Since much of Huang's best poetry is rich in metaphor and other tropes, one can only be disappointed in the overall results of Schmidt's efforts: Schmidt translates Huang as if he always wrote in the loose, straightforward style of a Fan Chengda or a Yang Wanli, but this fails to do justice to much of his best poetry.
If one understands original prose texts (and, to some extent, prose-like poetry), paraphrase can often work well enough when converting narrative or discourse from one language into another, but it is poison when it comes to figurative language.17 Schmidt exhibits such consistent inattention to the original syntax of lines of Huang's poems that I am left with the strong impression that he does not translate directiy from original texts but instead works up his English versions out of intermediate glosses, which might consist of various mixtures of prose paraphrase, associations, external information, and interpretation. Such glosses in modern Chinese (baihua) on texts in literary Chinese (wenyan XÌT), called dayi 3^~È-(the general idea/drift), are common features in modern Chinese publications of studies, anthologies, and editions of classical works. Although it would be foolish to ignore such glosses, they should never be regarded as substitutes for or equivalents to the original texts-especially for poetry. A paraphrase is a paraphrase whether it is from literary Chinese to English, literary Chinese to modern Japanese, or literary Chinese to modern Chinese.
According to Schmidt' The combination of Schmidt's dayi paraphrase approach to translation and his frequent disregard of Qian Esun's "learned comments" results in numerous deficiencies and errors. The following set of passages, unfortunately, is typical of Schmidt's selections as a whole; the same kinds of problems can be found throughout the 150-odd poems that he presents in the book:
Page 217: i §'f|l [Schmidt] The still river quivered as we plied our oars.
[Lynn]
The calm river lets our weak sweep go with the drift.
Surely, dang % here is not "quiver" but "drift"-as it occurs in the expression dang chuan f^fe (let a boat drift / drift around in a boat): Huang's refugee family, still trying to escape from the Taiping Rebellion, leaves Three Rivers, where the Mei River $fr¿r. joins the Han River #>i, and travels south down the Han to supposed safety at Chaozhou. Already worn out by previous flight, the exhausted ("weak") boatmen who man the stern sweep (not "our oars") fortunately are allowed by the calm river to rest and let the boat drift with the current. Roulu JM# could also mean "gentle sweep"-that is, only a gende working of the stern sweep is necessary to assist the boat to make its way downstream in the calm current. A few lines later, ambushed by bandits hiding in the thick vegetation at the river's edge, the refugees are overtaken by the bandits' boat: [Schmidt] Their boats flying more swiftly than a squall of rain.
[Lynn] The fast sweep flies like rain.
Schmidt's paraphrase completely obscures the dramatic contrast between the roulu JM# (weak/gentíe sweep) of the Huang family boat and the kuailu 'tfe# (fast/powerful sweep) of the bandits' boat (nothing in the poem suggests "boats"), which quickly catches up, allowing the bandits to overpower them and demand that they hand over their possessions. (The Huangs, however, are close enough to Chaozhou city that a canon is fired, people shout "kill the bandits," and they are saved in the nick of time.) It is also possible that the line contains an ellipsis: "The fast sweep scatters / makes fly [water] as if it were raining." Or, the line might be construed as "The fast sweep makes them fly like the rain."
Page 221: ?£ Äüfö A Trip to Lake Abundant [Schmidt] Lotus leaves stand erect, so slender and gracefulLike millions of emeralds spitting dewy beads from their mouths [Lynn] Erect and graceful stand lotus leavesCountless jade stones brimming over with dewy spittle.
Schmidt's paraphrase obscures the parallel structure of the couplet, which argues against taking tuo ""è (spit/spittle) as a verb. Han -£¦ is not "mouth" but "hold in the mouth," "hold in/back," "be replete with / brim over"-a verb parallel to li ì (stand) in the previous line. The couplet consists of two halves of a metaphor, but Schmidt needlessly turns it into a simile. "Emeralds" are translucent, bright, flashy stones, a poor simile, anyway, for the soft and glossy, jade-green leaves of the lotus. Of course, fei H does not mean "emerald" but fine "jade stone," surely a more appropriate translation for this Chinese poem about a scene in China. No word in the original corresponds to Schmidt's "beads."
Page 229: AifeJÍ## Assorted Poemsfrom the Hut within the Human Realm, I *******
[Schmidt] The spring wind puffs against the trees in my garden And they sigh together as if autumn had arrived.
Drenched clouds wriggle free from craggy peaks; Layers of drifting waves slap against the sky.
[Lynn] A spring wind so blows the garden's trees They shake and flap as if in autumn.
Drenched clouds gang up on mountain peaks, emerge As layered waves, buffet the sky, flow on.
"Puff and "sigh" are gentle actions, but this is a violent scene, and the violence is echoed two couplets later in the description of storm clouds. Although shushu $i M usually means "tree after tree / each and every tree," it is more likely that here it is an instance of onomatopoeia, "shushu," which suggests a sound-"sigh," "sough," or "rusde" if gende, and something like "shake and flap" if violent. Since a storm is coming up, I have chosen "shake and flap." In this context, Schmidt's "moan" seems out of place. Anyway, trees do not "moan" when the wind merely puffs on them. In the second couplet quoted, cuan^does not mean "wriggle free" but "come together" or "surround" / "gang up on"-as in the expressions cuan ou^M. or cuanda^Ht (surround and beat up someone). Although Schmidt seems to have translated this second couplet so that the first line describes the clouds and the second deals with the river's waves, it is more likely that both lines refer to the storm clouds. The couplet brilliantly invokes a double-layered metaphor: the cloud-bullies first gang up and threaten the mountain peaks, then turn into dielang (layered waves = storm waves), which come out, beat up the gentle spring sky, and finally spread to cause mischief down below among gardens and along the peaceful river. We know that the fury of the storm has not yet struck, however, because the final couplet tells us: [Schmidt] A seagull dozes drowsily on a sandy bank, Ignorant that the waters are already rising.
[Lynn] Innocent of the swell of new waves, The sandy margins keep their sleeping gulls.
Schmidt's paraphrase misses the point: the sand flats at river's edge are, as yet, unacquainted widi (untouched by) the long reach of high waves, newly stirred up by the onset of an unseasonable storm. The waves are "new," we can assume, because this is the first storm since winter. The river gets fresh, unspoiled sand flats each spring, and these, untouched until now, are about to be washed over, wrecked, and the gulls deprived of their place to sleep. One could argue, of course, that it is the gulls that are yet unaware of the new swelling waves and so stay asleep-the syntax is ambiguous enough to permit this reading, and such a reading would be logically plausible, since gulls are sentient beings and sand flats are not. But such logic, I believe, robs the poem of much of its charm. Huang's poem is full of drama, witty metaphor, and layers of meaning, but, unfortunately, very little of this comes across in Schmidt's English version.
Page 232:^f &;·&?&#?f Even Outings to Lake Shinobazu, I [Schmidt] Just wakened from my dream, I open the door and watch the rain; A blotch of setting sun glows on the painted screen. Dragonflies wing away, docilely following the west windThe blossoms are too weak to make them drop in for a chat.
Only when we open the door to watch the rain do we wake from dream To find a daub of slanting sunlight lighting up a painted screen.
Following the west wind, let's just fly away-These tender blossoms lack the power to fetter you dragonflies! I have translated the function word / grammatical particle cai ¿k [^] as it occurs in the vernacular Chinese. Classical usage (hardly, barely, scarcely) suggests: "Opening the door to watch the rain / We're [I'm] scarcely woken from dream."
The colloquial usage lends itself to a more dramatic and intimate narrative: Huang seems to be with Japanese friends in a geisha house (or, at least, in some restaurant or other establishment attended by geishas). Now, it is late afternoon or early evening. After being caught up in a dream-like mood (sake, women, song!), the mood is dispelled by taking a look outside. Schmidt's version of the line-the poet wakes up and then opens the door and watches the rain-is not possible, given the word order of the line and the presence of cai $$t [^T ] , in either its classical or its vernacular usage. The "painted screen" (huaping 3t<#), of course, is a conceit for the scene outside. Schmidt's rendering ofyimo -#-as "a blotch," an ugly expression, is most unfortunate, for it surely refers, in keeping with the painting / real scenery conceit, to a brush stroke, as if the setting sun at the clear western edge of a rain-shrouded sky were adding a bright stroke to a dark painting. Instead, Schmidt has the sun cast a blotchy patch of light on an actual painted screen inside, missing Huang's stroke of genius completely. In the third line, bian -ft does not mean "docilely" but "immediately" or "just/simply."
Schmidt has missed other conceits: the ruohua i>% vi (tender blossoms) of the last line surely refer to ruo (young, tender) geishas and the qingting ¡Nt"^(dragonflies)-strong, assertive, mobile creatures-refer to Huang's Japanese friends. Huang was well aware that an old name for Japan was Qingtingzhou (Akitsushima ¡Mi "féiiHi), "Dragonfly Isles," so this was a perfect opportunity for him to use his lively wit and call his friends "dragonflies." Now that they have awakened from reverie, he suggests that they should break free and simply (bian fi.) leave.
Schmidt's reversing the order of the third and fourth lines is consistent with his misunderstanding of the poem as a whole. His version does little justice to the original, an extremely witty and clever poem, for it merely assembles a few disjointed impressions, lacks structure and integrity, and completely obscures the genius of Huang's metaphoric figures and dramatic economy. The gratuitous "drop in for a chat" at the end of Schmidt's version does not deserve comment.
Schmidt translates a selection of fifteen of Huang's Poems on Japanese miscellaneous subjects (pp. 238-241), but the sixteenth, Qingtingzhou $ki&.ift\ (Dragonfly Country), is not included among them. I provide my own translation here:
The great ocean, infinitely vast, drenches its edges all aroundMight it have been the wind from the Three Mountains that drew me here?
This Penglai with its clear shallows has existed ever so long, Now as always, a dragonfly tripping across the water as it flies.
Huang's own commentary reads:
From the time of its [Japan's] founding until the present, its national boundaries have always remained the same. When Jimmu it Â, [the first emperor of Japan (660-585 b.c.)] reached Yamato ilio, he climbed a mountain, looked into the distance, and said, "How beautiful is this realm! Does it not look just like a dragonfly tripping across the water!" Thus, Japan is also called the Qingtingguo (Akitsushima) ijHsÉíJt] [Dragonfly Country]. Our histories mention the Three Mountains of the Gods BJ$ ¡U that exist beyond the sea, to which the wind draws you but which you never can reach.
Huang then quotes from the Shanhaijing ? fëM. (Classic of mountains and seas), to show how the ancient Chinese thought that the mythic Penglai Isles, abode of the Immortals, were located where Japan is, lying far beyond the eastern sea.18
The bitan (Japanese, hitsudan) íH& (brush conversations) that Huang had with his Japanese friends (1877-1882) record many instances when those friends tried to involve him with geishas or assist him in acquiring a concubine. Huang apparently refused all such attempts, remaining loyal to his wife back in China.
The story of Huang's love and dedication to his wife and other women in his family is treated in considerable detail by Noriko Kamachi (pp. [4] [5] [6] , who notes Huang's resolve never to take a concubine because of the influence of his greatgrandmother, Madam Li^i.AA. Thus, whenever Huang's friends suggested an excursion or gathering, he always expressed enthusiasm for the idea but invariably added something like "but you simply need not order any geishas ¦is.^i&^8
Page 232:^f-,-S;&B&;## Evening Outings to Lake Shinobazu, III » «a >t mi £ 11 -*-&¥* is*.* [Schmidt] One tiny sip of subtly flavored cherry tea Makes a snack that refreshes like dewdrops on lotus. Then black-robed waitresses bring out green rippling wine, With transparent sashimi, sliced thinner than paper.
The remains of a sip of delicate, subtle cherry tea Form a morsel of pure dew to ladle from a lotus blossom. Black gowns elevate and bring out wine rippling green And sashimi in paper-thin slices on foot-wide glass plates.
Schmidt ignores the yu ifc (the remains) at the end of the first line. The poet does not quite finish the tea, and a bit remains at the bottom of his lotus-shaped cup, as if it were dew held in the calyx of a lotus blossom. "Snack" is an unfortunate choice for dianxin .fi-u (morsel), and Schmidt's resort to a nonexistent simile suggests that he has seriously misunderstood the syntax of the couplet. In the third line, qingchu ?&, which means hold something up high (as a sign of respect) and bring out, is weakened by Schmidt's simple "bring out." In the context of this poem, qingyi -t^c, of course, refers to "black-robed waitresses," but why suppress the synecdoche of the original and expand it into an interpretative paraphrase? And is it really necessary that jiupo lu M '/&$$¦ (wine rippling green / wine that ripples its green color) be rearranged as "green rippling wine"? Schmidt's understanding of the last line is, I think, impossible, for it reads: jingchi boli zhipian yu íf-^ífeí^^^& (foot-across glass, paper-slice fish). He ignores jingchi SJl (foot in diameter) and has it that the glass describes die fish: "transparent sashimi." The syntax of the original might support the interpretation "foot across [transparent as] glass: paper-thin fish slices," but, while sashimi might certainly be sliced so thinly that it seems transparent, it is most unlikely that it would ever be cut in foot-wide slices. I suppose it is possible that Huang here indulges in hyper 1885) , that is, three-plus days before the night of this poem, which accounts for the "homeward bound ship has already crossed a thousand miles." In fact, Qian quotes this very couplet, noting that the poem is dated the fifteenth of the eighth month, to prove that Huang left San Francisco on the twelfth day: "It can be deduced that the day that Mr. Huang left America was the twelfth." In other words, the night of the poem is the fourth night since the ship sailed. Even in 1885, a reasonably fast ship could travel 250 miles or more in twenty-four hours, so threeplus days could easily account for about one thousand miles. Schmidt is unjustified to translate three thousand Ii (one-third of a mile) as three thousand "miles,"
for Huang obviously was trying to be precise in his reckoning of the distance traveled. Equally obvious, Schmidt has no idea where the ship was on the night of the poem, for he says elsewhere in his long commentary on this poem included in the chapter "Huang Zunxian and Modern Science": The third characters in the two lines of the first couplet, sui PaL (let) and ren \i (allow), are synonyms. The two lines exhibit an obvious parallel structure-so obvious that it is astonishing that anyone could have missed it. Now, those I place hope in increasingly come from the next generation.
The evening rain plays a soughing, sighing tune, note after note, For the fleeting splendor to stamp out its measure, farther and farther away. On this day, at this moment, here's an "I" that exists only for the present-A sick Vimalaklrti with his tea steam and his meditation seat.
Paraphrasing % ïk&Jo&iïcH as "Please excuse me, dear spring, I can't help that I missed you" misses much of the original meaning. Fu % (carry on the back / turn the back on / violate, neglect, fail, shirk [obligations, etc.]) is a far stronger word than "miss": Spring in all her glory offered herself to the poet, but he turned her down! Also lost in Schmidt's paraphrase is nai ru he js-ykH, which should have been rendered something like "What shall be done for you," "What shall I do for you," or "How shall I make it up to you," all with the rhetorical force of "Nothing can be done about you," "I've blown my chance as far as you are concerned." Schmidt's insipid paraphrase misses all this. ( The general who rules Liao). Wu regarded the seal as an omen that great military accomplishment was ordained for him, so it is especially ironic that he suffered the great reverse of his life trying to defend the very territory named in the seal. (The fact that the seal was very likely a fake does not enter into our story.) Schmidt explains all this in considerable detail both in the notes to this poem and in an extended narrative and analysis in chapter 10, "The Late Satirical Poetry" (pp. 170-173).2<s I have no argument with the first three lines quoted above, but I believe that his analysis of how the poem ends and his version of the last line miss something important-an allusion to General Xiang Yu's 1S %\ (King Xiang JJj A ) (233-202 b.c.) famous lament, which he sang on the last night of his life, after his troops were overwhelmed and surrounded by the Han forces at Gaixia:
And so, King Xiang got up in the middle of the night and began drinking in his tent. He had a beauty whose name was Yu, whom he always favored and allowed to accompany him, and a horse whose name was Dappled, which he always rode. Then, King Xiang sadly began to sing a heroic and noble song, whose lyrics he himself composed:
Strength to uproot mountains, oh, spirit to cover the earth, But the times are against me, oh, so I can't let 265): he does not seem to appreciate how the "you," whether ruo &, ru ;£", or er %, functions in the expression nai ru I ruo I er he, "What shall I do for/about youV "What shall be done for/about youV As Xiang Yu knew he was responsible for the disaster that was about to befall his beloved, Lady Yu, and fully aware that there was nothing he could do for her, so Huang has Wu Dacheng give voice to the same kind of lament: the seal represents the Liao territory (the Northeast) was an accomplished calligrapher in the baferi" and xiaozhuan (small seal script)
forms. The last four lines of Du's poem read:
In eastern Ba I met Li Chao,
Who for more than a month has been asking me for a poem. But I'm now so worn out and old, my talent and strength so paltry, Oh Chao! Oh Chao! What shall I do for you?
Qian probably was reminded of these lines of Du Fu because of the connections suggested by Wu Dacheng's seal, with its inscription in Han-dynasty seal script, the calligraphy of Li Chao, and the similarity in the way both poems end. However, many commentators on Du Fu's poetry have drawn attention to the similarity between Du's last line and the last line of Xiang Yu's lament-for example, the Song-era commentator Zhao Yancai ?## (twelfth century), one of the commentators whose remarks are preserved in the popular annotated edition of Du's poetry, the Jiujia zhu Du shi A1^iUt# (Nine masters annotate Du's poetry).29 Perhaps Qian Esun thought that the allusion to Xiang Yu was so obvious that there was no need for him to mention it and instead drew attention to the less obvious connection to Du Fu's poem.
Although much is wrong with Within the Human Realm, it is still well worth reading and keeping on one's shelf as a reference work. Schmidt should be given much credit for this pioneering effort and its valuable contribution to the study of Huang Zunxian and late traditional Chinese poetry and intellectual history.
